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From Fort Worth, Texas, with 8 years of NYC beach

under her belt, Lorena Leigh is the feminine fusion of

homegrown story-telling, dance-able rhythms and

summertime obsession. 

After two EPs and numerous singles, Lorena's sound

has been described as "cowgirl-mermaid" music.

 It is Lorena's childhood love of country music, years of

professional dance performance & enthrallment with

the NYC surf-scene during her early twenties, that

directly contribute to the catchy hooks, lyrical stories

and electrified, pedal-popped ukulele melodies that

drive her music and leave audiences buzzing with

positivity.

-"El Agua" video 51K views

-"Follow You" video 16K views

-"Bullshit Blind" video 10K views

-"Hard Candy Christmas" video 10K views

- "Seeing Lorena live is a splash of genuine happiness

and good music from the heart. Explosive!" - SoFar

Sounds NL

-"One of my favorite discoveries of 2018." - DFW's Alt

103.7 KVIL-FM

- "Lorena Leigh brings beach vibes onto the stage in a

cool and unique way." - Redbull Records Berlin

- NYC 200+ shows

- Philadelphia/Jersey 10+ shows

- Texas 10+ shows

- Oklahoma 5+ shows 

- Netherlands 5+ shows

- Ireland 5+ shows 

- 250+Attendee EP release show at Route 66

Smokehouse on Stone Street in NYC

- Appearences at Dunfanaghy Jazz & Blue (Ireland),

Jersey Shore Fest, Rock Stock & Barrels Surf, Skate &

Music Fest, Rock! Away! Music festival

- ALT 103.7 KVIL-FM  Dallas, TX

- KXT 91.7 FM Dallas, TX 

- Rockaway Beach Broadcasting Co. 

- KTCK 1310 FM Dallas, TX 

2019 album release
- First full-length album release in September 2019

- Production from Ernesto Valenzuela

- Featuring Sterling Campbell 

- Releasing on CD and 12" vinyl

-"Girls Like Me" single release on 5/24

Website: LorenaLeigh.com

email: mgmt@lorenaleigh.com

Solo sets & full band (5-player) shows

lorena leighlorena leighlorena leigh

https://www.instagram.com/thelorenaleigh/
https://twitter.com/thelorenaleigh
https://www.facebook.com/lorenaleighmusic/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4vvqDxNrb9-S_MJxLzpIJA

